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Health care reform is likely to affect all forms and methods of insurance. Are supplemental and specialty health products likely to be affected? What lessons can be
learned from the international markets? How will basic medical products sold to
individuals be affected?
•
The internationalmarketplace
- What lessons can be learned from other countries with national health care?
- What types of supplemental products are sold?
- What is the market for supplemental products?
•
Individualmedical/federal health care reform
- what is likely to be proposed?
- How will it affect basic medicalinsurancesoldto individuals?
- How will state initiativesaffect this?
•
Long-termcare (LTC)/home health care (HHC)
- What has been proposedat the federal level?
- What is the likely impact of the proposals
- How will state initiativesaffect this?
•
Supplemental and specialtyproducts
- What is the likely impact of health care reform?
- What are the challenges? Key Issues?
- How will state regulationsaffect this?
•
Is there a role for supplementaland specialtyproducts after health care
reform?
- What is (are)the marketplace(s)?
- What are the likely products?
: :
MR. MICHAEL S. ABROE: We have a panel of four experts on specialty and
supplemental products. Bill Bugg is senior vice president and corporate actuary for
American Family Life Insurance Company. It is active in the supplemental health
markets in the U.S. and in several international markets. He is going to be discussing
Japan and the United Kingdom.
Steve I.ippai is senior vice president and actuary for Combined Insurance Company of
America. It also is active in the supplemental health market in the U.S. and in several
international markets. He is going to be discussing Canada and Australia.
Bill Lane, until recently, was a group actuary and was responsible for managing the
group actuarial area for the Mutual of Omaha Companies. He recently has been
assigned the duty of developing corporate strategy for responding to health care
reform. He will be discussing health care reform in the individual medical market.
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Finally, Tom Skiff is senior vice president and chief financial officer for AMEX Ufe
Assurance Company. AMEX is obviously the leader in long-term care products sold in
the U.S. today. He will be discussing long-term care and health care reform.
MR. WILUAM J. BUGG, JR.: My remarks will address the health care system in
Japan and the United Kingdom. I will discuss the types of private health insurance
that exist in these two countries. We will be looking at Japan first.
Every person in Japan is covered under the National Health Care System. In Japan
there are three types of health insurance plans offered by the government.
The majority of the population, about 59%, is insured by the Employee Health
Insurance Plan, under which salaried workers and their families are insured. Both
employer and employee are responsible for half of the premium in this plan.
The second plan is the National Health Insurance Ran, which insures self-employed
individuals, their families, and retirees. About one-third of the population is covered by
this plan. The individual is responsible for 100% of the premium.
The third plan is the Health and Medical Services Plan, which covers those who are
70 years or older, or disabled and 65 years or older. The remaining 8% of the
population is covered by this plan, with no premium being charged to the insured.
The benefits vary according to the plan. Between 70% and 90% of the medical and
hospitalization expenses are covered; therefore, the insured must pay 10-30% in outof-pocket
costs.
In addition to the co-payments, there are other medical expenses not covered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hospital room rate differential (for beds not covered by the government plans).
The govemment plans cover only ward accommodations;
Nursing care expenses (for care by private nurses due to the patient's
condition);
Medicine not covered by the government plans;
Transportation, lodging, and living expenses for family members; and,
Necessities during hospitalization and gifts for the doctors and nurses

The culture in Japan involves giving gifts in a lot of situations. The patient customarily gives a gift to the doctor.
Let us take a look at the out-of-pocket expenses that a patient might incur. First, the
most common out-of-pocket expense is the hospital room rate differential. In the
case of a serious disease like cancer, which requires immediate treatment, the type of
room that is fully covered by the government plan may not be available. In such a
case, the patient has no choice but to take a noncovered bed and pay the room rate
differential. Furthermore, there are many cases where a patient, due to their condition, prefers to be placed in a private room.
This differential can be as low as ¥5,000, or about $45 per day at the current
exchange rate, although frequently it is much higher. Differentials tend to be higher at
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the large private medical hospitals in the big cities. For example, a private hospital in
Tokyo has a standard room differential of ¥30,000, or $260. The best private room
charge may total up to ¥80,000, or nearly $700.
Nursing care is the next highest expense. In Japan, nurses take care of hospitalized
patients, but some patients need additional or constant private care, depending on
their condition. According to the Japan Clinical Nursing Care Association, the cost of
private care can reach ¥10,000 per day (or neady $90) during the daytime and 2040% more at night.
There also are cases in which medication is not covered by the government health
insurance coverage. A large number of nonmedical expenses are not covered,
including travel, lodging, gifts to doctors and nurses, and the loss of income while the
patient is hospitalized. These out-of-pocket expenses can range anywhere from
¥25,000 to $65,000, or $217 to $565 a day.
Supplemental health insurance is offered by life companies. The coverage is typically
in the form of a dder although a few companies offer free-standing policies. The
supplemental benefits are provided on one of several cases: (1) if the hospitalization
is caused by an accident; (2) if it is caused by a sickness, or (3) if there is a surgical
operation.
Chart 1 shows the number of benefits of each of the three types of protection as
reported by the Japan Institute of Ufe Insurance. Sixty-four million have accident-only
coverage, 55 million have coverage sickness, and 57 million are covered for surgery.
The number in parentheses shows the proportion of life policies that have a supplemental AMH rider. Almost 60% of all life policies have an accident-only dder. Fiftyone percent have a sickness dder, and 53% have the surgery dder.
As you can see, these policies have suddenly found acceptance in the marketplace in
Japan, even with the existence of a national health insurance program. There are
some 12-13 million cancer policies in force in Japan which provide supplemental
benefits.
The national health system in the United Kingdomis somewhat different. The
National Health Service (NHS) was establishedon July 5, 1948. Like Japan, all
citizens are covered under the NHS. Unlike Japan, the NHS providesservices and
benefitspredominatelyfree at the point of consumptionwith no copayments or
deductibles. Like Japan, the NHS only covers ward accommoda'dons. A small
private sector has been permitted to exist underthe NHS from the beginning. The
privatehealth system in the United Kingdomhas three characteristics. The system
does not provide any facilities for emergencytreatment, for example, accidents or a
heart attack, it is geared to providinga free plan service.
Entry to the private sector is, in all but a few specificcases, through an NHS general
practitionerreferral. Direct access is rare. The evaluation of medical practitioners for
whom pdvate medical expense (PME) insurerswill reimbursetreatment costs is on the
basisof NHS accreditation and active participation. This means that the same
specialistswill providethe same treatment to the same patient, in the same area,
regardlessof whether the treatment takes place underthe NHS or a private medical
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expense plan. The only differences are the comfort factors of the hospital and
possiblythe quicker time frame, althoughthis last reasonis beingeroded.
CHART 1
Hospitalizationand SurgicalOperation Protection
Number of BenefitsIn force in 1991
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Typesof Protection
The existence of a private sector has led to the developmentof a health insurance
market. You may ask why would one buy health insuranceif the National Health
Ran covers everything at no additionalcost. There are perhapstwo reasons: (1) The
NHS treatment is either unavailableor is restricted;and (2) If the treatment is available, the quality is unacceptablein the eye of the beholder.
At the time of the establishmentof the NHS, a number of providentassociations
were in existence. These associationswere mutual, nonprofit health insurance
companies. Having started right after Wodd War I, they expanded rapidly between
the two wars but on a localizedbasis. V_/_hthe establishmentof the NHS, it was
then anticipatedthat these associationswould collapse and disappearsince the
purchase of private health insuranceis in effect to pay for servicesalreadybeing
provided underthe NHS. On the contrary, the majority of the associationsjoined
together to form the BritishUnited ProvidentAssociation (BUPA). Many in the
London area united to form a Private Patient Plan (PPP). Severalotherscombined to
form the Western ProvidentAssociation(WPA). These continue to operate.
The objective of the modem day provident associationsis to indemnify certain medical
costs incurred by individualswho wish to obtain medical services outside of the NHS.
Their desire is not to promote a substitute service to the NHS, but ratherto remain
complementary to it.
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The product sold by the provident associationis designedto addressthese reasons.
There are over 20 providentassociations,with BUPA beingthe largestfollowed by
PPP and WPA.
Since the early 1980s, "commercialfor-profit"insurershave enteredthe market.
While the market share of commercial insurersis still modest, the number of companies has been increasingas more companies show interest in health insurance. There
seems to be a growing market for supplementalhealth products. Listedbelow are
some of the commercial insurerswhich are, or have been in the marketplace.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AFLAC Limited
Amba
Avon
Crusader(CIGNA)
EagleStar
Economic
Iron Trades
Uoyds Syndicates
London& Edinburgh

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MGI Prime Health
National FarmersUnion Mutual
Norwich Union
OHRA
Orion
Pinnacle
Provincial
Sovereign
Sun Alliance

There are three main types of insurancesold by insurers: (1) individual,(2) group
voluntary, and (3) company scheme.
There are severaltypes of products being offered. The Immediate Access/Day One
Ran covers from day one of the policy and allows immediate accessto private
treatment. All policiesinsistthat the insuredbe referred by his generalpractitioner to
a specialist, which is when the policy beginsto provide coverage. The benefit takes
one or two forms. It may be a full refund of cost, up to an annualmaximum which
is normally £50,000. There also can be insidelimits that are establishedfor various
types of benefits. This can be hospitalcharges, specialistfees, nursingor other types
of services.
The six-week waiting list plan is designedto provide full coverageonly if the NHS
cannot providetreatment within a reasonableperiod. If hospitaltreatment is required,
the specialistwill check the NHS waiting list. Benefits will be providedonly if the list
is more than six weeks long. If the waiting list is less than six weeks, a daily cash
benefit will be providedfor each night as an NHS inpatient. There is typically an
annual maximum, which might run from £8,000 to £10,000 to perhaps £25,000.
The six-week restriction resultsin a 20-40% lower premiumthan for the immediate
access of the Day One Ran.
Another plan soldis known as the Budget Ran. This plan providescoverage for a
limited number of surgicalprocedures. The insured may be restrictedto the use of a
select number of hospitalswhere preferentialrates have been negotiated. The Budget
Plans also have an annual maximum which is generallyaround £15,000.
in recent years, specificdisease plans have been developed. There is a contract on
the market designedfor women which covers breast and cervicalcancer. There is
another contract that covers heart conditions.
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My company, American Family, sells a hospital indemnity policy (HIP) plan, an
accident plan, and also a specified disease plan. During the 1980s, private health
insurance nearly doubled. This growth rate has tailed off a little bit in recent years
because of the recession. Even so, the growth in premium has been in double digits.
About 12-13% of the population is covered by private health insurance. The market
penetration
is largely among persons with higher incomes (Table 1).
TABLE 1
Number of Uves Insured - 1989
Lives Covered (000)
BUPA
PPP
WPA
Commercials

3,750
1,758
500
684

With an aging population, the demands on primary care for the elderly have been
increasing. The provision of such care, along with care for accidents and emergencies, and maternity care places an increasing strain on resources. As a result, the
resources available for treatment of nonurgent conditions are severely limited and
demand outstrips the supply. This leeds to long waits for treatment of nonurgent
conditions. The government has encouraged the growth of the private sector in an
effort to releasethe pressure on NHS.
The role available for supplemental health and the types of products will depend on
the government program, its strengths and weaknesses, and on the role that is
permitted and encouragedby the government. It is unlikely, due to the cost, for a
government plan to be universal,to cover all expenses,and to provide whatever care
might be desired by the claimant. There are likelyto be deductibles and copayments
like the U.S. Medicare programand the program in Japan. In the case of the United
Kingdom, some constraintson the deliveryof servicesmay apply. This will lead to
opportunities if the government is supportive.
MR. STEVEN E. LIPPAI: The first country I will address is Canada. There has been a
great deal written about the Canadian National Health System. It was, at least for a
while, being considered here in the U.S. as a possible model for our own health care
delivery system. I will not be providing an extensive outline of their system. Rather, I
will present a brief overview and concentrate on the role of supplemental insurance.
Like Japan and the United Kingdom, Canada has universal coverage. Each province
administers its own plan so the benefits and financing differs slightly.
Their system differs from the approach used in the United Kingdom in that everyone
receives the same quality of medical care delivered with the same timeliness. It is a
one-class approach. The rich do not have the opportunity for better medical care in
Canada.
The list below is the medically necessary services provided by the Ontario plan for
inpatients. As you can see, it provides complete care while in the hospital. Even
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private or semi-private
required.

rooms are available and provided

when they are medically

Inpatient Services:
•
standard ward accommodations
•
nursing services
•
lab and diagnostic services
•
surgery
•
drugs
•
medical equipment
•
occupational therapy and speech therapy
In addition, there is a complete set of outpatient,
therapeutic,
custodial, and home
services available, which is listed below. You can go to any doctor who will see you.
The doctor directly bills the government based on prescribed fees that are adjusted
annually. They are not allowed to bill any extra fee to the patient.
Other
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Services:
outpatient facilities
occupational therapy and speech therapy
physiotherapy
nursinghomes
homes for the aged
chronic care
home care

Hospital, outpatient, and doctors' expenses are completely covered. There are no
deductibles, no copayments, and no maximums. There are maximum coverage levels
for treatment by chiropractors and osteopaths; the patient pays the remainder of
these costs.
In addition, there are daily utilization fees on nursing homes, home for
the aged, and chronic-care facilities. The latter has fees only after the first 60 days of
coverage.
Unlike the United Kingdom, private health care does not exist. However, an individual
can purchase better accommodations while in the hospital. In other words, the
patient can choose to have a semi-private or private room and pay for the difference
himself. Also, there are certain items that are not covered by the provincial plans.
Some of these are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

private or semi-private room
drugs
dental
eyeglasses
psychological care
artificial limbs, crutches, braces
private duty nursing
acupuncture
nonmedical physicianservices
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The coverage for prescribed drugs that are not part of a hospital stay varies between
provinces.
For example, in Ontario and Quebec, charges for drugs are 1OO%
reimbursed for residents who are over age 65. In British Columbia, after meeting an
annual family deductible, everyone receives a percentage reimbursement up to a
maximum annual reimbursement level. For those under 65, the percentage is 80%,
while it is 100% over age 65. The deductible is also lower for those over 65.
Only in-hospitaldental care is provided by all provinces. Otherwise, there is limited
dental coverage for childrenin certain provincesand at leastone provinceprovides
limitedcoverage to those over 65.
Certain provincespay for periodiceye examinationsfor all residents. Others limit this
serviceto childrenor to those over 65. At least two provincesdo not provide any
eye exams. None of the provincespay for glassesor contacts.
As you might imagine, the provincialplans do not providecoverage for nonmedical
physicianservices such as respondingto insurancecompany inquiries,or for physical
exams requiredfor insuranceor for admissionto schoolsor camps, or for employment opportunities. Doctors directly bill for these services.
Private insurance is allowed to supplement, but not compete with the government
plan. In other words, it can provide coverage for items not covered by the govemment's plan. It cannot offer better or faster treatment for the items that are covered.
Employers often use a group product called Extended Health Insurance. This allows
people the comfort of a private or semi-private room, extends their prescdption drug
coverage, supplies private duty nursing, and fills in many of the gaps left by the
government's plan. Some insurers have developed preferred provider networks to
help keep the cost of these programs down.
In addition, private insurance often offers a wide range of dental, vision, long-term
disability, and accidental death insurance. Generally those follow the same type of
programs that we have here in the U.S.
This supplemental insurance is supplied by Blue Cross organizations as well as
insurance companies that are active in the employee benefit pension area. There are
a handful of companies that offer individual coverage. Most individual carders offer
disability insurance with a few providing fixed indemnity plans that pay per day of
hospital confinement.
Uke national health plans around the world, increasing costs are beginning to take
their toll. The provincial plans are all looking for ways to shift costs to the supplemental plans. This is one of the facts that contributes to Extended Health Insurance
premiums increasing by 15-20% per year.
At some time in the future, cost shifting may provide significant new opportunities for
supplemental insurance. However, recent trends indicate that the public refuses to
accept such common things as users' fees or copayments. Last year, the suggestion
that Quebec residents pay a $5 fee when using medical services met with overwhelming political opposition.
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On the other hand, small changes that impact only the fdnge aspects of the plan
appear to be politically acceptable. The Ontario plan now only reimburses residents
for out-of-country treatment at the same rates that it would have paid for treatment in
Ontario. This means that patients may be responsible for over half of the costs of
these services. Soon after this type of change was announced, all the supplemental
carriers and supplemental group plans expanded to provide this coverage.
Australia is the last country we will look at. Australia is different. In some ways,
their approach to health care has it all" universal coverage, public hospitals,a choice
of doctors, a second tier of medical services that provides a higher quality of care on
a more timely basis, private hospitals, and a role for supplemental insurance that is
limited by law.
It is even a continuing political issue, where change in the governing political party can
cause a change in the approach.
National health has existed in Australia for 40 years in one form or another. Early on,
it only provided subsidies to ensure that those with low incomes could afford to
purchase health insurance. Twenty years ago, over 90% of the country had health
insurance. Now private health insurancecovers only about 40% of the population.
The role of private insurancehas changed significantly. Duringthe 1970s and early
1980s, the nationalhealth program changed with each change in government. In
1984, the Labor Party installedMedicare, a significantlymodifiedapproachthat has
remained in force.
In the recent elections, the oppositionparty was proposingto again change the mix of
healthcare by increasingthe role of the private sector. However, the Labor Party
remained in office - partially due to the perceptionthat the healthsystem works.
This may be a good indicationthat health care, at least in Australia,will start receiving
bipartisansupport in the future.
In Australia, you can go to any doctor you choose. Some doctorswill billthe
government for your visit using a processcalled bulk billing. In this case, they cannot
legally chargeyou anything extra. Other doctorswill billyou. You then need to
submit a claim to Medicare for reimbursement. You will then receive a standard
reimbursementpayment which is probablyconsiderablylower than what you paid.
Over 70% of the patient visits to general practitionersare bulk billed. For specialists,
the proporlJonof visitsthat are bulk billedgoes down considerably. For some
specialties,only 30-40% of the visits are paid for this way. This means that a
considerableamount of medicalcare is paid for by directlybillingthe patient.
In a direct-billingsituation, the patientsubmits his claimto Medicarewhich reimburses
at 85% of their standard Medicare scheduledfee. After a low out-of-pocket maximum has been reached (something in the neighborhood of $250), further doctor visits
are reimbursedat 100% of the Medicare scheduledfee. However, it is important to
realizethat the Medicare scheduledfee is considerablylower than the fees recommended by the Australian Medical Association. That is, it may be only at a 50-60%
level of what the recommended fees are. Obviously,some doctorsin high demand
specialtiesare at high levels.
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Hospital expenses work in a similarway. You can always be a public patient in a
public hospital and receive free medical care. While the care is supposed to be of the
same quality, you do not get to choose your doctor and you may be subject to a
waiting list. Public patients occupy over 70% of the hospital beds in Australia.
Should you choose to be a private patient in either a public or a private hospital, you
can receive better accommodations such as a private or semi-private room and you
will have your choice of physicians. A private patient would pay his hosp'rtalbill and
then file a claim with Medicare. Medicare reimburses 75% of their scheduled fees.
There is no out-of-pocket
maximum for these expenses.
It is possible to purchase supplemental health insurance from a registered health
insurance company to help meet these extra costs. This insurance will pay the other
25% of the Medicare scheduled fee. However, registered health insurers are prohibitedfrom providingany reimbursementfor chargesin excessof the other Medicare
fees. As you can imagine,this leavesthe consumerwith self-insuringthese medical
expenses.
Prior to 1989, it was possible for individuals to buy fixed indemnity daily hosp'rtal
benefits through commercial insurance carders other than registered health insurers.
However, the registered health insurers complained that the best risks were using this
type of insurance and that this was causing significant financial hardships. The
government changed the regulations to prohibit commercial carriers fronn using the
word "hospital" in any of their insurance products. Consumers then lost their ability
to buy coverage for anything above the Medicare prescribed levels.
Registered health insurers are generally nonprofit organizations that cannot refuse to
insure anyone. They use a simple form of community rating, where all individuals pay
a certain amount and all families pay twice that amount. The opportunities for profit
are extremely limited since the benefits, restrictions,and premium rates are all set by
the Department of Health. Generally,this supplementalcoverage is bought by
individuals. While some companiespay for the premiums, it is not a common
employee benefit. There is currentlya complimentary planfor prescribeddrugs which
requiresa fiat fee of about $15 per prescriptionwith an annualout-of-pocket maximum of about $500. The government is also now in the processof proposing a
dental plan.
While an Australian has considerableflexibilityin the level of medical care that he
chooses, he cannot insure 100% of his financialexposure. In other words, if you
want better medical care, you must pay for it yourself.
Commercialinsurancecompaniesdo offer disabilityand accidentaldeath insuranceon
an individualgroup basis. Historically,long-term care has been provided by churches,
charities,and other nonprofit organizations. This has created an unrealisticimpression
of lower-than-actual costs for these benefits. Commercialcarrierstrying to develop
this market are beginningto realizethat a significanteffort is neededto educate the
publicregardingthe true cost and need for this product.
As you can see, the opportunitiesfor insurancecompaniesto provide supplemental
insurancein Australia are very limited. Australians are not given the freedom to fully
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insure all of their medical expenses. The lack of financial resources forces many
Australians into public hospitals.
It appears that health care in the United States will be defined to permit a patient to
choose his doctor and his level of treatment. We can learn from the Australian model
that permitting the choice of doctors does not necessarily guarantee the freedom to
buy the insurance in order to cover the financial costs of these choices.
MR. WILLIAM R. LANE: Before I talk about health care reform on a general basis
covering all market segments, I would like to point out how the individual marketplace
is a little bit different than what we have been looking at in total.
Within the individual marketplace, there are perceptions of abuse by the various
policymakers.
Some of these abusive situations are not necessarily what the industry
would consider as abuse. They perceive underwriting, rating up people for health
status, and riding out conditions as abusive, because you are disallowing coverage for
people who need it most. In the large group market of course, you do not have
these situations. The feeling is that if you can do it in one market segment, you
should be able to do it in another, but not doing it is abusive.
The industry's congressional allies have been urging reform, and urging a proactive
approach. Some of the reason for this is that small group market reforms have been
getting a lot of pressureand moving ahead particularlyat the state level, but also at
the federal level. This smallgroup reform is pushingdown to numbers (in terms of
group size) which would actuallyapply to the individualinsurance,but the individual
market is different than the small group market. Different factors apply. This is not
always seen by people who are making the rules. They do not always understand
that the marketplace is different. Therefore, those who have been educated in
Congressare urging us to be proactive, to try and make the changesthat will work in
the marketplace, rather than subjectingthem to rulesthat would not in fact reform
the marketplace, but might in fact break it.
vkrr(hthe electionof PresidentClinton, we have an administrationwhose major issue
is economics; second on the listis health care. Health care is viewed from several
perspectives. First, it is a social issue. The 37 million uninsuredare a very critical
issueto the administration. Health care is seen as an economic issue. You cannot
solvethe economy if you do not solve health care. PresidentClintonhas been very
clear that health care reform is not just a social issue; it is also the economic issue.
The cost aspect of the systems are drivingthe real problems.
His lO0-day plan, of course,is to have a proposalon the table by May 1, 1993.
Hillary'sfather's illnessand subsequentdeath have pushed this date back, but we are
still expecting the proposalto hit the streets sometime in mid-May. By putting Hillary
in charge of the task force, PresidentClintonvery cleady indicatedthat health care
was a top issue, and that a proposalwould be forthcoming. He has a cabinet-level
membership with a huge task force that has been working on this for months now.
The answer he has been giving us istwo-fold: managed competition plusglobal
budgeting, an overall cap on spending. Some regulatoryform that will in fact go after
cost control. The reasonfor this is not necessarily obvious, but there is in fact a
good reasonfor it.
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Within the Congress, there has been a growing trend. In fact, with the last election,
it continues. The House of Representatives has become more and more conservative
while the Senate has become more and more liberal in thinking. There is a group
within the House called the Conservative Democratic Forum. It is a looselyestablishedgroup but nonethelesspowerful, it has approximately60 members. They are
Democrats, but they are very conservative in theirthinking. If these Democrats do
not vote with Clinton, if they are not consideredin his health care proposal, then
these Democrats plusthe Republicansconstitute a majority in the House, and health
care reform cannot be passed. The Conservative Democratic Forum has been
strongly behind managed competition; in fact, they offered it as a solution in the last
sessionof Congress, not with the intent of actually seeking its passage,but to get it
on the table so that people could look at it, considerit, and hopefullymove it forward
in the next session. So, the House has a lot of motivation to look at managed
competition.
The Senate's motivation is just the opposite. The Senate is very liberalin itsthinking.
It has such members as Kennedy and John F. Kerry, who proposedCanadian-style
national health insurance. The Senatewants a more regulatory approach. Some
form of global budgetingor rate control is very popularon the Senate side. Somehow, PresidentClintonhas to satisfy both Housesof Congress. That is why he has
come up with managed competition with the globalbudget.
Well, the star on the horizonfor the last six months has been managed competition.
I have been giving this speech for quite some time. I have been telling peoplethat no
issue can last in Congressfor more than 12-18 months without getting shot down.
The problem is, once it gets up there and peoplestart looking at it, all the pressure
groups come out and start hammering away at it. Very recently, it was announced
that Congressis no longergoing to calltheir proposalmanaged competition, although
it would still have most of the elementsthat we are familiar with in terms of managed
competition. Alreadythey are veeringaway a littlebit from the formal managed
competitionproposalthat was started by the Jackson Hole Group. Nevertheless,the
elements of managed competition that you have probably all seen in the pressare
probablystill going to be there.
Some of the most criticalelements in terms of the insuranceindustry isthe concept
of accountablehealth plans, purchasinggroups,and uniform benefit packages.
Accountable health plans are the proposedvehicle for providinghealth insurancein
the future. They are supposed to be based on managed care networks. Now that
could be an HMO, a PPO, an EPO, a point-of-service,or any number of networkbased products. They are specificallynot indemnityfee-for-serviceplans. The
concept is that if you put the providerstogether in a network, you have some ability
to actually control the cost of those providers. Under a fee-for-service, indemnity-type
environment, you simply have no control over the cost, and therefore, you have no
ability to go after the economic side of the issue. There will be strong pressurefor
low premiums, and a decrease in rating actions on these products. Congress
recognizesthat cannot be done unlessthere is a linkbetween the providersandthe
product itself. Currently, managed care products are not often availableon an
individualbasis. Generallyspeaking,when you are lookingat managed care today,
you are lookingat the large group market, or at least the mid-sized group market.
When you get down to the individualmarket, not much managed care is available.
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Purchasing cooperatives are another key point. Generally speaking, the idea of a
purchasing group is to have one entity per geographic area. It is available to all
individuals in small groups. It is sort of the benefit manager for those people who buy
coverage through it. it is supposed to offer all of the approved accountable health
plans within the area. Each employee within the small employer, and obviously each
individual,gets to choose which planthey want - much likea giganticflexible
benefits program. W_hin the purchasinggroup, you will have all of the market reform
requirementsthat you typically see with smallgroupreform: (1) guaranteeissue, (2)
rating bands, and (3) guaranteedrenewability,etc. The concept is to reform the
market by usingthese purchasinggroupsto control it.
Just to give you an idea of how much changedwith the recent announcements,the
conservative Democraticforum versionof health insurancepurchasingcooperatives
are now called health alliances- so, if you hear the term health alliances,it is a
purchasing group.
A key issue with purchasinggroupsis calledexclusivity. If a purchasingcooperative
or purchasinggroup is exclusive,aUindividualsand small groups who want to buy
coverage must buy it through the purchasinggroup. If it is nonexclusive,they can
buy it through the purchasinggroup,but they are not requiredto do so. They can
still use their agent or broker, consultant,or go directlywith the company. It is a very
critical issue right now, and being debated very actively on Capitol Hill. If the
purchasing groups are exclusive, the individual market as we know it today simply
disappears, because all individualsbuying coverage will be going through these
purchasing group entities as opposed to being sold individually. Nonetheless, if they
are nonexclus'we, we can expect some major changes. We will still have the market
reforms. We can still expect guaranteedissue, guaranteed renewability, rating bands
and so forth. In addition, we can expect some form of risk adjuster. This is a form
of reinsurance that sort of cools all of the marketplace. It takes those carders who
have a lot of unhealthy people, and provides them a subsidy from the carders that
have a lot of healthy people. This is a very critical issue right now. It is not well
understood and there is a lot of debate going on. The key to making purchasing
cooperatives nonexclusiveis to have a risk adjusterthat actually works.
Standardized benefits. These will probably be set by a national board. It has even
been proposed that it would go into the legislation. In general, they are looking at
comprehensive coverage. They are not looking at a bare bones, $1,000 deductible,
50% coinsurance type of product. They are looking at a product that would be
beneficial for most of the country, it probably will include some deductibles and
copayments, but they probably will not be very large. Some of the language that has
been used to date suggests that the deductibles cannot be so large as to discourage
people from seeking needed care. The groupthat is proposing this suggests that your
deductibles cannot be very large at all, possibly copayments would be used. Additional benefits are intended to be taxable. This is another one of those open issues.
The original intent was to tax the employee, by making a taxable income if an
employer contributes more than a certain amount to the plan - usually the amount in
excess of what the effective benefits would have cost. The unions have lobbied very
hard against that. The Clinton people have said that is probably not the approach
they are going to suggest. Right now they are suggesting that the employer would
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no longer get a tax deduction for contributions made towards coverage where the
cost was in excess of the uniform benefits.
Right now no one really knows how they intend to do it, but they do want to try and
raise some tax revenue through limiting the deductibility in one form or another.
Supplemental benefits most likely will be sold, but the key issue is, how much will be
there to supplement? If they have very full-blown, comprehensive coverage, there
will not be a lot left for which to have a supplemental market. On the other hand, ff
there are holes and gaps within the coverage, a market will remain. One example of
a benef¢ that is definitely under consideration is the prescription drug benefit. The
normal commercial market under age 65, essentially expects any medical plan to have
prescription drug coverage. However, if Congress says that it is mandatory for people
under age 65 to have prescription drug coverage because that is necessary for a
minimum benefit package, they are going to have a very difficult time with the over
age 65 lobbiers; they have not given them drug coverage in Medicare for years
becauseit's unaffordable. Even though they would like to put drug coverage in, and
Clinton said that he wants drugs in this package, they may not be able to do it
politically. There are a lot of open issuesas to exactly what the package will contain,
and that will define in large part what the supplemental market will be like.
Managed competition, even though it may not be calledmanaged competition
anymore,is likelyto be a framework for the health care reform proposal. Managed
competitionwas first defined by the Jackson Hole Group. They put together a
theoreticalmodel of how managed competition might work. CongressmanCooper,
of the ConservativeDemocratic Forum, put it into legislativelanguage. They made
some changesfrom the originalproposal,but nevertheless,they left the bulk of what
managedcompetitionlooked like to Jackson Hole in the legislation. This was
proposedto Congress last year in H.R. 5936. It was intendedto provide a framework from which legislationcould be built this year.
PresidentClinton, both during his campaignand since his election, has talked about
managedcompetition. What he is suggestingincludesa lot of elements of managed
competition,but it also includesthe global budgetingor regulatoryapproach as well.
Managedcompetition in its purest form does not includeany form of global
budgeting.
It is difficultto get a total handle on what PresidentClintonis goingto be proposing.
We had sound bites during the campaign- little one sentence statements as to what
was goingto be includedor eliminated. Sincethen we have had some information
but not a lot. Duringthe campaign, he did describepurchasinggroups as nonexclusire, butthe informationthat has been coming out from the task force lately indicates
they are leaningtoward exclusive purchasinggroups. It is stillvery clearlyan open
issue. Another key issueis whether you are goingto mandate people to be within
the system. If you do not insistthat everyone have insurance,but you insist that
insurancebe a guaranteedissue, you have a major problem in the marketplace with
adverseselectionor antiselection.
Healthy people who do not feel they can afford coverage today, but feel they can get
coverageimmediately if they get sick will be very likely to drop coverage and wait
until they get sick. In fact, we are hearingsome small group associationsactually
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recommending that approach in New York state where this is actually going into
effect - guaranteed issuecoverage, but no mandate that you must buy.
This can lead very quickly to a disruptionof the marketplacebecause only the
unhealthy peoplewill remain in the market. The Clintonpackage today includesa
mandate. Albeit, it is phased in over a number of years, it neverthelessinsiststhat
everyone must purchase coverage by a certain point. It also includessystem-wide
price controls. Nobody really knows what this means. This is anotherone of those
areas that is being debated very seriouslyright now. One of the suggestionswas
provider fee schedules- limitingwhat providerscould chargeacrossthe board, not
just within Medicare and Medicaid but within the commercial marketplaceas well.
The recent indicationsare that this is not going to happen. In the realworld of
politics, no one knows until it is finally signed. At this point in time, that does not
seem to be the preferred approach.
The problemwith that is the fault approachis some form of regulationof the
premium rate itself. The implications of that, particularly in the individual marketplace
are very significant. It is just simply not possible in an indemnity product to control
your price increases if you cannot control either your risk selection or your benefit
package.
Medicare under the Clinton approach would remain the same, which means the
Medicare supplement market as we know it today would not change. What has the
response been to this? The industry, through the Health Insurance Association of
America (HIAA), has come up with several things that it is saying in terms of how it
feels the market ought to change. Although I cannot give you the full scope of the
vision statement, the HIAA has come up with a statement that is very significant in
terms of a change from previous policy for the Health Insurance Association of
America. It calls for a comprehensive reform of the system. This by itself is just
simply a significant change, but it has some very key principles - principles that really
do attack some of the problems in the marketplace today - calling for universal
coverage, an essential package of benefits, some real cost control features, and an
equitable tax policy.
What it does not call for are exclusive purchasing cooperatives that would totally
disrupt the marketplace. _r_hin the HIAA, the individual committee has been looking
at the health care reform specifically with the individual market in mind - looking for
what could be done to change the structure of the system, and yet still allow
individual business to be sold largely as we know it today. It is addressing what is
perceived to be abuses in the system. The individual committee has endorsed the
concept of guaranteed issue and guaranteed renewability of coverage which is really
the core issue within the system. However, they pointed out that some of this
cannot be done unless there are certain things in place. It cannot be done in a
vacuum. Most important, it cannot be done in a voluntary system, You cannot
guarantee issue coverage at a standard rate if you do not have everyone in the
system. It simply will not work.
In addition, you cannot allow the individual marketplace to become a dumping ground
for the larger employers who see an opportunity to have an unhealthy employee who
is going to cost them a lot of money dropped into the individual marketplace.
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Therefore, you cannot allow the guaranteed issue for someone who would be otherwise eligible for group insurance. It needs to be done with some form of reinsurance
or risk adjuster, so as to protect companies from getting a large or disproportionate
number of unhealthy people. It should include some form of limitation on preexisting
coverage if people are changing carriers. That is, if you are moving from one form of
coverage to another form of coverage, you should not have preexisting limitations
applied all over again.
Last but not least, carriers ought to be allowed to drop out of the marketplace. While
they are suggesting guaranteed renewable coverage, they are saying that carriers
ought to be allowed to get totally out of the marketplace since other carriers would be
available to pick up those people on a guaranteed-issue basis.
My crystal ball broke about three or four years ago - rolled off the shelf. They are
really hard to replace. It is really foolish to try to predict what is going to happen
within the political process. Nevertheless, these are the trends we see. This is where
we see it headed. We anticipate that the individual market will be reformed along
with the rest of the marketplace. If it is done well, we think there is still a major role
for health insurance carriers as there always has been. If it is done poorly, we see
some major problems ahead.
MR. THOMAS A. SKIFF: As the previous speakers have already said, the administration's goal is to have a complete proposal by sometime in May 1993. Everyone is
working hard to meet that deadline. They are being pushed along by the Republicans
who plan to have a proposal by late April. I am not sure that is a good date.
What will the President propose with respect to long-term care? There has probably
been less talk about this than almost any other aspect of the proposal. Representatives of my company and some other companies have met with the chairman of the
cluster group on long-term care, Robin Stone. The following comments are based on
the conversations with her and with other staff that have been working with the
administration. I will try to start out with what I think are the most likely proposalsto
come out with respectto long-termcare, and I'll work towards the more speculative.
The one thing we are fairly sure of isthat long-term care will not be ignored.
However, it is consideredto come behindacute care reform and prescriptiondrug
funding so maybe there will not be much time left to deal with this problem. That
would be my best scenario. The most likelything to happenis there will be federal
standardsfor long-term-carepolicies. Someone asked in another sessionwhy this has
not happened already. We do not have specificsabout the standards, but a number
of standard bills have been in Congress for a year or two now. They include such
things as standard definitionsin terms. This might actually lead to having only one
list of activities of daily living (ADL) rather than every company in every state making
up its own list. There could be a minimum one-year benefit for each type of benefit,
no preexisting condition exclusion over age 75, and below age 75 a limit on preexisting condition to six months. That coverage cannot be conditional on prior use of
other services. Essentiallythis outlaws a three-day hospital stay policy. It would
have a minimum policy of $30 a day, at least if that is the only policy a person has.
The regulations probably will require an offer of inflation protection and have a sixmonth reinstatement provision if there is a cognitive impairment. The reinstatement
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provisioncan be extended for people who just maybe, due to Alzheimer's, forget to
pay their premiums, and then need coverage. It probablywill include a mandatory
nonforfeiture benefit. AdditionalItems that at least staff members are talking about
that would be included under standardsare: (1) soma type of agent marketing or
sales practicesstandards and enforcement of those standards, and (2) a consistent
and appropriateeligibilitycriteria,again pushingmore at the ADL and cognitive test
types of benefittriggers as opposedto medical necessity. Some people are still
concemad about what they considerthe relativelylow-lossratios of the individual
market. The staff in particularfeels that private insuranceis inefficient,since It returns
only 60-75% of premium to policyholders,comparedto more than 90% for government programs. This is just a general bias of the peoplethat are lookingat this issue.
The second thing that we expect to almost certainly happen is tax clarificationsimilar
to that proposed by Senator Mitchell in the last Congress. I am told that Secretary
Bensonin particularsupports the clarificationprevisions. Basically,all these provisions
put into law the treatment that everyone has been usingfor the last several years.
That is, long-term-carebenefits will be treated as accidenthealth insurancebenefits,
preferablyfor a disabilitymodel rather than having to have a reimbursementof
servicesrendered - althoughthat is stillsomewhat open to question.
Standards and tax clarificationare on everyone's agenda. The good news for the
administrationis that they are usuallyfree. When you get beyond that it gets
expensive. They have already got a lot of things to spend money on. I am told that
the Presidentwill try to draw clear linesbetween acute care, transitional care, and
true long-term-caresen_ices. It would seem to be relativelyeasy to do, but there are
a number of services, especiallyin the home care arena, that can be provided on an
acute, transitional,or long-term maintenancebasis. I think that the administrationis
going to have a difficult time drawing these clear lines. This may lead them to push
for separatinghome care from institutionalcare - trying to deal with home care at the
federal level, and leaving institutionalcare at the state level. This concept of splitting
home care and institutionalcare has some interestingissuesassociatedwith it.
In 1991, through an administralJvepolicy statement, Medicare significantlyexpanded
their home care benefit. The policy reduced the need for periodicskilledcare services
in order to pay for personalcare services. As a resultthis has led to rapidlyincreasing
home care payout under the Medicare system. In 1992, home care costs grew by
48%. Although home care is currently a small part of the total Medicare expenditure,
if it continuedto grow at this rate It could bankruptthe Medicaretrust fund by the
turn of the century.
Clearly,any expansionof home care, and possiblyjust the continuationof the level of
care now providedby Medicare, will need significantfunding in the future. In
addition, the concept of movinginstitutionalcare back to the states is not going to be
welcomed with great enthusiasm. The govemorsknow that the demographictrends
are against them. The elderly populationis the fastest growing segment of the
population. They are the usersof institutionalcare. The states would therefore be
left with a rapidlygrowing cost, limited or no increasein funding from the federal
government, and increasedpressureto balancetheir own state budgets without
increasing taxes.
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Fortunately or unfortunately, the governors who are going to be opposing this, also
have former Governor Clinton's ear. An alternative may be an expanded use of
public/private partnership plans that deal with the issue of spend down to qualify for
Medicaid benefits. As you know, you have to be medically indigent to qualify for
Medicaid benefits. This requires either divesting assets to get under the limitation or
spending all of your assets and then qualifying for Medicaid.
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation has been working with a number of states to
try and work with insurance companies to develop qualified private insurance plans.
These plans allow individuals to shelter more of their assets from this spend-down
provision. There are currently four states that are in the processof implementing the
plans. The Connecticut plan has been working for about 18 months. New York,
California, and Indiana will all implement plans by the end of the second quarter of
1993. If these plans spread, and I think their spread is highly likely,the problem from
the insurancecompany point of view is that each one is different. We will end up
with 50 different plans, 50 different reporting requirements, and a terrible administrative burden.
The good news about the approachis that it does recognizethat there is a role for
private insurancein the Iong-term-carafundingmarket. In additionto federal activity,
there also is continued modificationat the NAIC level of the Model Act for long-term
care. If you have attended other sessionson long-term care you have already heard
these issuesin much more detail than I am going to go into them.
First is mandatory nonforfeiturebenefits. It was passedat the springmeeting. There
will be a finalvote in June. I hope that will lead to specific regulationsby December.
As a company, we are opposedto this mandatory benefit and are goingto be
continuingto work to defeat it.
The second issueat the NAIC level is rate stability. There is an on-goingconcern that
large rate increasesmake the coverage unaffordablewhen people are most likely to
need it. In orderto addressthis problem,the industry (as representedby a higher
group), currently supports a rate stabilizationproposalthat includesthe following: (1)
a minimum rate guaranteeof three years from issue, (2) subsequentrate guarantees
of two years after a rate increase- over age 75 the maximum rate increasein a 12month period would be 10%, (3) a mandatory offer of reducedbenefits at no more
than the originalpremium, and (4) agreementto go out of businessfor at least two
years if rates go up by more than 50%.
There are provisionsin the industry proposalto waive these restrictionsin case of
extraordinary events, like the potentialinsolvencyof the company, modificationsto
meet standards,and changesin the medicalcare delivery system. Unfortunately,
there is another proposalon the table that is supported by consumergroups. It is
much simpler. It would just make the productnoncancelableto guaranteethe
premiums. I would like to believe that would not happen, but we all know how well
regulators like simple solutions.
A third issue at the NAIC level is suitabilityof coverage. The NAIC has formed a
working group that includesconsumer applicantsbut not insurancecompany representatives to develop guidelineswith regardto the characteristicsof a suitable
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long-term-care policyholder. They are looking to provide some guidelineswith regard
to minimum assets and minimum income. Their work is in the very initial stages at
this point. At this time, it is viewed as relatively nonthrestening to the industry.
Well, that is the situation we have dealt with at this point. What do I think the likely
impact of this will be on the industry? I have three possible scenarios, some of them
fairly optimistic, some of them pessimistic. If the proposal is limited to some expansion of home care, maybe we will just see a reduction in the amount of home care
coverage being sold, with home care being reduced to a supplemental program but
continued selling of institutional care benefits at the current level. That is one of my
optimistic scenarios.
A second scenario, and one that I think is much more likely, is that the government
will only deal with the home care issue. It will be unclear how much funding and
how rich the benefit will be. Therefore, many people will believe that the government
will take care of all of their long-term-care needs even though it does nothing to deal
with the insl_utional care issue. I believe that this will reduce the marketplace due to
confusion, as opposed to a reduction in the need of the buyers. In 1992, a high-up
buyer, nonbuyer survey, documented that the key difference between buyers and
nonbuyers was their attitude toward the government as the payer of long-term-care
services.
The most optimistic scenario would be if the government would limit the federal
funding to transitional or recuperative home care. In add_on, they would make it
clear that this was the limit. Educate and aim an information program at consumers,
highlighting the fact that there are quality Iong-term-cara products worth considering
seriously. Unfortunately, this scenario presumes a realistic view of the necessary
funding, and that they realize that higher priority items, including their already astronomical tax increases, and the need to fund the acute care proposals.
In conclusion, we see the debate in Congress as other people have long-term care will
take a relatively minor role. Any action before 1994 is unlikely. Our biggest challenge is going to be to continue to grow the business while the country wars for the
President and Congress to act.
MR. ABROE: Can you comment on the impact of health care reform on supplemental and specialty products? What type of products are likely to remain? Are any new
products likely to be developed?
MR. LANE: I guess I have a couple of responses to that. When you have a product
that is standardized, like Medicare, it is relatively easy to supplement if there is
something left to supplement. So to the extent they leave holes in the national
package, there will definitely be a supplemental market to fill in those gaps. Certainly
products like hospital income and so forth will remain in the marketplace.
The
products that are likely to remain are those that specifically supplement the federal
program, because the other products will be superseded by the government. Are
there likely to be new products? I guess yes, The product is like the Medicare
supplement,
only now it is the national uniform benefit supplement
product.
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MR. LIPPAI: At Combined Insurance, we are looking at a couple of things. First
we're trying to move our portfolio to be disability based coverages, as opposed to
hospital-besed coverage with the anticipation that disability will be a safe harbor that
the regulations will not touch.
Second, we have speculated that a two-tier type of health system could develop in
the United States. Even if there is a fairly extensivenationalhealth plan, the upper
income classesof America will probablyalways have accessto better health care.
To some extent, we will look at thisto determinethe supplementalproductsthat will
be needed.
MR. BUGG: I agree with BillLane. As the program develops,the gaps will lead to
possibilitiesfor supplementalproducts. Before Medicare we did not have Medicare
supplements. Medicare led to that product.
MR. SKIFF: I think the most likelyoutcome is a greater emphasisin the future on
privateinstitutionalcare policieswith the government taking a biggerand biggerrole
in the home care area.
MR. ABROE: How are marketing anddistributionsystems likely to be affected by
health care reform?
MR. LANE: It depends upon these purchasingcooperatives. To the extent that we
are allowed to continue our current marketingand distributionsystemsand simply
compete with the purchasingcooperatives, I do not think it is going to have a major
impact. There are those who believethey can drive a lot of cost out of the system
by forcing all marketingthrough the purchasingcooperative. We reallydo not agree.
We just think that instead of having agent compensationor brokercommissions, you
are going to be spending a lot more money on billboards,radio andtelevision ads.
The health plans are still going to compete for membership. They are still going to
have marketing expenses. They are just goingto have a different form. While we do
not expect exclusivepurchasingcooperatives,we think that is the key point as to
whether the distributionsystems are going to change or not.
MR. LIPPAI: In the short run, we see a coupleof potential problem areas. Once the
proposalcomes out of Hillary'sgroup and is discussedon a very broad basis, we
expect an impact on our ability to hire new agents. Sellinghealth insurancemay not
be a good career choice if a govemment program will take effect in the near future.
Second, we expect as the programs are discussedthere is going to be a good deal of
consumer uncertaintyfor a periodof a year or so. Until everythingsettles down,
consumers will not know what will be covered by the national health plan. This will
impact their desireto purchase any supplementalhealth coverage.
MR. SKIFF: In the long-term-carearea, I see an increasedusa of direct mail sales.
Today, the product is too complicatedto sellvery successfullythroughthe mail. If
we have some simplificationand some standardization,that could change.
MR. ABROE: When will reform be enacted? when will the reform be effective?
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MR. LANE: FormerPresidentFordjust said that he expects it early 1994. I expect it
a little bit earlier. He is probably closerto the congressionalsystem and knows better,
but we should expect reform to be enactedsometime within the next 12 months or
so. After it is enacted, you stillhave to set up the entire structure. You have to form
a Board of some sort. They have to put together the rules as to how these purchasing cooperativeswill work. It will easilytake a year just to definethe benefit package
and the cooperatives.
The cooperativesthen need to be set up, which could easily take up anotheryear in
the actual implementationphase. My guess is the earliestit couldbe effective is
January 1, 1996. Simply viewing the way the electorate works in this country,
January 1, 1997 would be an ideal date for the thing to become effective and may in
fact become the target date for the entire process. That would be my guess as to
when it is going to happen.
MR. ABROE: Are there any state trendsthat will affect supplementaland specialty
health products? Specificallywhat changesmay be coming in the regulatory area?
Also, what about the state health care reform efforts?
MR. BUGG: One of the concerns I have is some movement toward a 65% loss ratio.
As people say, if it can be done on Medicare supplement, it can be done on all the
supplementalproducts. I believethat would reallyput a pinch on the distribution side.
In our case, the distributionor the commissionexpenses are over half - maybe 60%,
65% of your cost. You are lookingat maybe havingto cut that in half in orderto
meet a 65% loss ratio. The currentdistributionmight collapsewith such reductions
in the commission levels.
MR. LANE: I will comment on the health care reform side. A number of states have
in fact put together their versionof healthcare reform. The federalgovernment is
looking at that and is somewhat interestedin accommodating what the states are
doing. PresidentClinton,being a former governor, has some realempathy for the
governors who are trying to enact things at the state level. There is a lot of discussion now that states shouldhave some real latitudein terms of the purchasing
cooperative itself. Ira Magaziner has even stated that they shouldallow them to go
so far as to let states set up single payor systems, or to have totally nonexclusive
purchasingcooperativesor even competitive purchasingcooperatives. Those key
decisionswould be at the state level insteadof at the federal level. That would
obviouslyhave a major impact on the marketplace and each state would be unique.
MR. THOMAS X. LONERGAN: How do you think the loss ratiowill be defined? Do
you think the law will allow active life reserves to somehow work into the definition
there? Obviously it would be impossibleto have a paid loss ratioof 65% of the
current basis. You are just sellingyour business.
MR. BUGG: That is a good question. That sure is a gray area now. It is hard to
anticipate where it might go.
MR. ABROE: Has that been discussedon long-term care?
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MR. SKIFF: Yes, every state has a different approach to the problem. So far, it has
been a state-by-state
argument.
A lot of people do not like putting the active life
reserves into that loss ratio, but if you do not, then you have to look at it projected
over a long period of time.
MR. STUART B. GRODANZ: There was some comment earlier about distribution
costs and loss ratios being in conflict.
Could you describe how those have played out
in the international markets that were discussed earlier?
MR. LIPPAI: Generally, in the international market, we have not seen any regulation
whatsoever regarding loss ratios. In most places, loss ratios are at much lower levels
than they are here in the U.S., at least for basic supplemental products.
MR. BUGG: In Japan, price and parameters are set by the MOF, which is in a sense
the insurance department. They are set for everyone. I am not quite sure what
those loss ratios might be. It is not addressed in that fashion. Your pricing assumptions for expenses and morbidity are established and agreed to through the MOF -- I
think really through the insurance industries. Everybody bites into that. In fact,
everybody is charging the same premium for the same product.
MR. ROBERTH. PLUMB: There are controls on premiums in some of the European
Community (EC) members. You actually have to file your premiums and they are
actually very thick. In the United Kingdom and Ireland, I believe there is no control on
premiums whatsoever. We have no loss-ratio controls. We can charge what we like.
We have full competition in the marketplace.
I think I would like to add to Mr. Skiff's comment about long-term care. We have
just changed our rules on long-term care in the United Kingdom. Previously, the state
used to provide all of the money for people to go into institutional care. There was
something called spend down, but in fact, that was ignored. Everybody got sick and
got the home care staff for free - while the government went from spending ten
million sterling in 1979 to about 2.4 billion sterling last year. I think it is a warning for
all - do not put too much in the way of benefits. Not everybody realizes it, but the
local authorities, such as the City of Coronado now have a budget. They have the
access on long-term care in Tiemey Home and are being given a sum of money per
person. The result is that the consumers do not yet realizethey have to pay for it
themselves. It is chaos or will be. There is going to be a political explosion in
October or November 1993 as everybody starts to run out of budget money.
If you actually get, as I expect you will, a set of proposals which turn out to be far
too rich for any federal deficit, you are going to be faced with a choice of increasing
your income tax from 41% up to 61% at some stage plus a value-added tax which
is going to be very popular for any administration. It is a very effective method to use
to collect money. If you are going to get that, what will actually happen? I predict
the state is actually going to have to roll back the benefits, as is actually happening in
the United Kingdom. We do not know, but the benefits are being rolled back. In
which case the private sector, the insurance sector, will have an opportunity to
increase their benefit levels. From what I have been hearing, that is what I expect
might happen.
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So even if you think you are not going to have much in the way of supplemental
benefits now, hang in there, because I think in a few years you are going to get a
different market.
MR. BUGG: Yes, what you are saying is that you just cannot pay for everything.
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